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K. Rodriquez  Social Behavioral Sciences
“The Psychophysiological Effects of Psychiatric Service Dogs in a Population of Military Veterans with PTSD”

O.A. Desmet (Social Behavioral Sciences)
“A Market in Education: How Central Exams relate to Quality & Equity”

S. Zhou (Engineering Sciences)
“Password Hashing and Graph Pebbling”

O. S. Holiett (Engineering Sciences)
“The Development of a Wearable Biosensor for Outpatient Drug Rehabilitation Care”

A. Dietarily (Life and Agricultural Sciences)
“A Robust in vivo Model of Brain Metastases of Lung Cancer”

O. Babatunde (Life and Agricultural Sciences)
“Impact of Age and Exposure Length on Phytase Efficacy in Broilers during the Starter Phase”

S.R. Rahmani (Life and Agricultural Sciences)
“Mapping Soil Spatial Variability at the Agronomy Center for Research and Education (ACRE) to Support Field-Based Phenotyping”

E. Sayedahmed (Life and Agricultural Sciences)
“A Bovine Adenoviral Vector-based H5N1 Influenza Vaccine Produce a Complete Protection against a Heterologous Influenza Virus Challenge”

J. Franco (Life and Agricultural Sciences)
“Variation of Skin Lipid Content in a Mouse Model of Dermatitis Analyzed by Mass Spectrometry Imaging”

S. Ramadesikan (Life and Agricultural Sciences)
“Cell Adhesion and Migration Phenotypes in Lowe Syndrome Patient Cells”

H. Mohammad (Post-Doctoral Category)
“Discovery of a Novel Dibromoquinoline Compound with Potent Antifungal and Antivirulence Activity that Targets Metal ion Homeostasis”